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LA GUILDE DU COGNAC
La Guilde du Cognac is a collection of exclusive cognacs, crafted with the
expertise and passion of Artisan Distillers. Created in limited quantities, – fewer
than 5,000 bottles per Cru – La Guide du Cognac places great importance on
craftsmanship, putting taste and experience centre stage, whether the cognac
is enjoyed neat or in a cocktail. For the first time, La Guilde du Cognac reveals
some of the hidden treasures from the Cognac region through four Single
Villages that have been chosen specifically for their unique characteristics,
those that reflect the uniqueness of their terroir.
Beyond this introductory journey, La Guilde du Cognac expresses its elegance
through understated, refined and informative packaging. The label on its round
and modern bottle illustrates the specific characteristics of each Village. Like
all collections, La Guilde du Cognac will be enriched year after year, to present
new Artisan Distillers and new Villages.
Grande Campagne St Preuil / Single Village Cognac
Nestled between forests and vineyards, Saint-Preuil is one of the best
representations of the Grande Champagne terroir, which is the Cognac region’s
Premier Cru.
Petite Champagne St Germain de Vibrac / Single Village Cognac
Saint-Germain-de-Vibrac is located on the wooded slopes of Petite Champagne.
This limestone terroir produces fine and elegant cognacs.
Borderies Cherves-Richemont / Single Village Cognac
In the northern part of Cognac, this village belongs to the very specific Borderies
Cru. Representing only 5% of the area under vine, the cognacs in this Cru are
renowned for their complexity and depth of flavour.
Fins Bois Lorignac / Single Village Cognac
Lorignac is a village located in Fins Bois, near the Gironde estuary. This
environment brings freshness and minerality to its cognacs.

Degré Alcool : 40°

Packing: 6-bottle case

